Bekure, Tewabe,

In Copra, the Saint Berthélemy was treated correctly. The problem is during the data copy (part of data conversion) from Copra to internal Comtrade. (Melissa, Daniel, for your reference: pUNSDPBCustomizeAndUpload).

The data copy enforce the validity of partner countries at the Comtrade Internal. Unfortunately, there was no Saint Berthélemy at tCountries (ref: dfs-desast-55, ComtradeDev, tCountries). See the code:

```sql
select * FROM dcap015.ComtradeDev.dbo.tCountries WHERE 2013 BETWEEN StartValidYear AND EndValidYear
AND (IsPreAggregated=0 OR crCode = 0)
order by crCode
```

So, I have added the Saint Berthélemy with validity of 2013-2061, and re-run the data conversion. Hope that this will solve the problem.

@Melissa, @Daniel, please double check in all country reference tables (internal/external) the existence of Saint Berthélemy.

I also noticed that at tStatisticsAreaFormula for France 251, there is no Mayotte (175) nor Saint Berthélemy (652). I think that we can add them safely with the correct validity period. See the corrected statistical area below:

Furthermore, I also fix the function that return the statistical area. It should take into account the validity years in table tStatisticsAreaFormula (+copy validity period from tCountries).

```sql
ALTER FUNCTION [dbo].[fStatisticsAreaFormula](@yr smallint)
returns TABLE RETURN(
SELECT rtCode, formula, t1.startValidYear, t1.endValidYear
FROM tStatisticsAreaFormula
LEFT JOIN tCountries t1 ON tStatisticsAreaFormula.rtCode = t1.crCode
LEFT JOIN tCountries t2 ON tStatisticsAreaFormula.formula = t2.crCode
WHERE @yr BETWEEN t1.startValidYear AND t1.endValidYear AND (t2.endValidYear <@yr OR t2.endValidYear=2061) --@yr between tStatisticsAreaFormula.StartValidYr and tStatisticsAreaFormula.endValidYr)
-- 24 Apr 2015 Markie - ensure that the system get the correct period of the formula (territories under main country)
-- ( t2.endValidYear @@yr OR t2.endValidYear=2061) --AND t2.startValidYear > @yr
```
So let's hope that this fixes the issue.

Markie
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Bekure,

Please keep the email exchanges in knowledge base.

Thanks for the follow up.

Markie
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